The 3D structure of crimps in the rat Achilles tendon.
The ultrastructure of crimps of the Achilles tendon of rat, excised and processed in a slack condition, was investigated by atomic force microscopy in air, in fluid and by scanning electron microscopy and stereo reconstruction. The tendon was made of distinct fascicles, each comprising a succession of straight segments connected by sharp angles. The length of the segments and the interposed angles varied widely. In particular, the angles ranged from almost zero to over 135 degrees . We did not observe a unique structure for the hinge regions, but rather a variety of gradations of buckling and/or torsion with no evident correlation with other features of tendon. A constant hallmark was the local loss of regular molecular packing, as revealed by the disappearance of the D-banding. Our results do not support recent reports of a helical structure or smooth sinusoidal waves in tendons. Such structures may nonetheless exist in other non-tensile structures whose collagen fibrils exhibit a helical inner architecture and are able to follow a highly convoluted course without buckling or crimping.